Tone-regulation in coronary microvessels has largely been studied in isolated vessels in the 27 absence of myocardial tethering. Here, the potential effect of radial tethering and interstitial space 28 connective tissue (ISCT) between coronary microvessels and the surrounding myocardium was 29 studied. We hypothesized that rigid tethering between microvessels and myocardium would 30 constrain the active contraction of arterioles and is not compatible with the observed tone-31 regulation. The ISCT between coronary microvessels and myocardium in five swine was found to 32 increase exponentially from 0.22 ± 0.02 μm in capillaries (Modified Strahler Order 0) of the 33 endocardium to 34.9 ± 7.1 μm in epicardial vessels (Order 10). Microvessels with both soft-34 tethering and ISCT gap are capable of significant changes in vessel resistance (up to 35 approximately a 1,600% increase), consistent with experimental measurements of high coronary 36 flow reserve. Additionally, the mechanical energy required for myogenic contraction was 37 estimated. The results indicate that rigid tethering requires up to four-times more mechanical 38 energy than soft-tethering in the absence of a gap. Hence, the experimental measurements and 39 model predictions suggest that effectiveness and efficiency in tone-regulation can be achieved 40 only if the vessel is both softly-tethered to and separated from the myocardium in accordance 41 with the experimental findings of ISCT gap. These results have fundamental implications on 42 future simulations of coronary circulation. 43 44
49

INTRODUCTIONMETHODS 103
All animal experiments were performed in accordance with national and local ethical 104
guidelines, including the Institute of Laboratory Animal Research guidelines, Public Health 105
Service policy, the Animal Welfare Act, and an approved Indiana University Purdue University 106
Indianapolis protocol regarding the use of animals in research. 107 108
Vessel-Myocardium Gap Size 109
Five hearts from normal Yorkshire swine of either sex (29.6 ± 2.1 kg body wt) were used for 110 measurements from a recently published study (15) . Briefly, myocardial tissue samples were 111 obtained from the left ventricular free wall at three transmural locations (subepicardium, 112 midmyocardium, and endocardium). The regions were defined by dividing the wall thickness into 113 three equal portions. Under microscopy, each region was sliced, using ordinary razor blades, into 114 2 x 2 x 2 mm uniform pieces along the long axis of the myocardial fibers. The samples were then 115 processed for histological preparation. Each section was completely surveyed for arterial and 116 capillary vessels. Photographs of histological sections of vessels were taken, and the following 117 measurements were made using NIS-Elements imaging software (Nikon, Melville, NY): inner 118 circumference and the space between the media layer and the myocardium (gap) at four different 119 locations around the vessel (north, south, east, and west). A circular diameter of the vessels was 120 calculated from the inner circumference and divided by π. 121
122
Modeling Overview 123
The primary assumption of this work is that the myogenic component of activation is 124 sensitive to the pressure difference across the wall of the microvessel ∆ (transvascular pressure). 125 This is consistent with Carlson and Secomb (11) , who proposed that the VSM regulates the 126 circumferential tension within the wall of the vessel since by Laplace's Law, ∆ · , where 127 is vessel diameter. Therefore, the passive and active PDR data for isolated microvessels is 128 sufficient to model the in vivo behavior of microvessels. According to Algranati et al. (1) and Vis 129 et al. (48) , the myocardium can be represented by a thick-walled tube surrounding each vessel, 130 which changes ∆ and thus only vessel wall tension (48) . 131
Based on the experimental evidence of the presence of an ISCT gap, and in view of absent 132 data on the rigidity of vessel-myocardium tethering, the effects of gap and tethering rigidity will 133 be studied by considering four extreme cases: 1) No gap and rigidly tethered (NGT); 2) No gap 134 and detachable (NGD); 3) Gap and rigidly tethered (GT); 4) Gap and detachable (GD) (Figure 1) . 135 136
Pressure-Diameter Relationship of the Composite 137
In view of the concentric configuration of the vessel and myocardium (Fig. A.1 ), the radial 138 equilibrium equation for the composite pressure ∆ is the sum of the radial equilibrium for the 139 microvessel ( ) and the myocardium ( ) (Appendix A): 140
141 where ∆ is the pressure across the vessel as a function of , the outer diameter of the 142 microvessel, and ∆ is pressure across the myocardium as a function of , the inner 143 diameter of the myocardium. For the composite, ∆ , and by Eq. (A.2), ∆ 144 ∆ . Then, the outer diameter of a detachable or tethered vessel is solved from 145
) 146
In Eq. (2), when the vessel and myocardium are in contact. This is always true 147 for the NGT case and only true for GD and NGD cases when the load is high enough to press 148 the vessel into the myocardium. For the GT case, 2 , where is the ISCT gap-149 thickness. For the detachable vessel, when the pressure load is insufficient to push the vessel 150 into the myocardium, then ∆ 0. Thus, can always be related to , and Eq. (2) was 151 solved for ∆ . 152
Eq. (2) gives the PDR of the composite vessel-in-myocardium for the four cases. Since 153 diameter is uniquely linked to the transvascular pressure in each cylinder, the functions ∆ 154 and ∆ are the inverse functions of the PDR for the vessel and myocardium, respectfully. 155
156
Passive and Active Microvessel Pressure-Diameter Relationship 157
For tone-regulating microvessels, vessel diameter was assumed to be a function of the 158 pressure ∆ and activation level 0 1. Microvessel diameter was composed of a passive 159 diameter , a diameter decrease due to myogenic activation ∆ , and an activation level 160 0 1 (Figure 3 ), such that 161
162
Detailed expressions for the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3) are now presented. 163
Based on empirical evidence (11, 30, 38), the passive PDR is sigmoidal in shape. Here, the 164 sigmoidal curve was defined by a four-parameter arctan function so that it closely matched the 165 data of Liao and Kuo (38) (Figure 3 ) with a better fit to these data than previously used sigmoidal 166 models (Eq. (B5) of (1)); namely, 167
168 where is the asymptotic maximum passive diameter, is the asymptotic minimum passive 169 diameter, is pressure at which the vessel is half-way between and , and is the 170 bandwidth of the transition between and (Figure 3) . 171
Liao and Kuo (38) noted that the myogenic response of microvessels consisted of three 172 phases. First, the cells contracted with increasing transmural pressure. Second, the level of 173 contraction of the cells reached a peak, likely a property of the VSM contractile apparatus (11), 174 and the VSM was unable to generate further tension. Third, the tension due to increasing 175 transvascular pressure overcame the contractile force of the VSM, and the VSM passively 176 elongated. Based on these observations and the reasons used for the choice of the form of Eq. (4),the decrease in diameter due to fully active myogenic contraction ∆ was also governed by a 178 four-parameter arctan function as, 179
where is the amplitude of the change in diameter, is the pressure across the vessel at which 181 the maximum diameter change occurred, is the bandwidth of myogenic activation, and is an 182 integer that dictates the shape of the myogenic response (Figure 3) . The constants , , , , 183 , , , and were estimated from the passive and myogenic data (38) using fsolve in Matlab 184 (Mathworks, Waltham, MA). 185
Since Liao and Kuo (38) conducted their experiments in isolated vessels, 0 for the 186 purposes of parameter estimation. Also, the constants were re-evaluated for the outer diameter by 187 using incompressibility and the unloaded wall thickness data of Frøbert et al. (24) since the data 188 of Liao and Kuo represented the inner-diameter dependence on pressure. 189
Finally, the pressure ∆ as a function of diameter for active and passive vessels was 190 determined numerically by solving Eq. (3) for ∆ at a given diameter using fsolve in Matlab. 191
192
Passive Myocardium Pressure-Diameter Relationship 193
The PDR for the myocardium ∆ was obtained for passive myocardium in the no-194 ISCT gap and ISCT gap cases using a continuum mechanics analysis (Appendix B). The 195 mechanics of the kinematic mapping from stress-free to loaded states of a representative cylinder 196 of passive myocardium is a well-posed, well-studied problem, especially since most of the 197 configurational parameters and material constants have been published (1, 25, 37, 40, 42, 48 The factor of 2 was included in Eq. (6) to transform between diameter and radius, which is 213 used in the calculation of the work of contraction below and in Appendix C. Moreover, the 214 passive sigmoid of the myocardium in Eq. 
Effectiveness of Flow-Regulation 221
The ability of the myogenic response to locally regulate flow is an important aspect of 222 tethering and gap. To measure the effect of tethering rigidity and gap on flow, the percent 223 increase in vessel resistance due to myogenic contraction was calculated for all four cases. First, 224 the in vivo PDR for the outer vessel diameter was mapped down to the inner diameter of the 225 vessel using incompressibility between the unloaded and loaded case, which yields 226 were calculated for 1 and at = 100 mmHg to measure the effect of uninhibited myogenic 237 contraction on flow at a pressure within the middle of the second phase of myogenic contraction; 238
i.e., where the myogenic effect is strongest. 239
240
Efficiency of Flow-Regulation 241
The energetic cost of the vessel contraction may be an important aspect of flow-regulation. 242 Therefore, the energy cost of myogenic contraction at a specific load between NGT and NGD 243 vessels as well as between GT and GD were compared in order to determine which vessel types 244 are more energetically efficient in adjusting the vessel diameter to meet the metabolic demands of 245 the myocardium. In order to compare the work of myogenic contraction, both detachable and 246 tethered vessel types were constrained to reach the same diameter . Based on preliminary 247 simulations, the rigidly tethered case was found to be limited by the rigid tethering to the 248 myocardium. Therefore, the diameter of the tethered vessel was chosen as the diameter to which 249 both freely detachable and tethered vessels contract. 250 Using Laplace's Law and assuming the myocardium acts on the vessel wall as an external 251 load, the mechanical work of contraction is the line-integral of wall tension along a path from 252 the passive radius to the active radius , such that 253 The composite model results for an order 6 vessel in the no-ISCT gap and ISCT gap cases 292 with 0.8 are shown in Figure 5a and 5b, respectively. This combination of vessel 293 order and activation level was chosen because Order 6 is in the middle of the range of vessels 294 considered here, and the composite results demonstrate that moderately high detachable 295 activation level is sufficient for vessel detachment in the NGD case. For high negative internal 296 pressures, the detachable vessel separates from the myocardium, while the tethered vessel is 297 restricted from contraction and constriction, and the detachable diameter is always less than the 298 tethered diameter. For high positive internal pressures, the detachable and tethered passive 299 diameters were equal because the myocardium limits the expansion of both vessel types.
For most moderate negative pressures, the active diameter of the detachable vessel was less 301 than that of the rigidly tethered vessel. These results are not directly shown in Figure 5 because 302 the focus of this study is on the effect of gap and tethering on activation -a phenomenon under 303 positive transvascular pressures. 304
In all orders studied, a multivalued domain developed between 60-100% ( 0.6 1.0) 305 activation levels of the rigidly tethered vessel, while the detachable vessel was single-valued, with 306 the exception of the Order 7 NGD case. 307 308 Table 4 shows the relative change in vessel resistance by Eq. (9) and effectiveness in flow-310 regulation by Eq. (10). The radii , and , from Table 2 were used in Eq. (8) The NGD vessel activation is nearly identical to the NGT vessel activation for low activation 319 levels and higher (Figure 6a) . Furthermore, the activation is insufficient to separate the vessel 320 from the myocardium under such pressure loads. As increases, the radius of the NGT vessel 321 cannot decrease further due to the rigid tethering to the myocardium. However, the NGD vessel at 322 can separate from the myocardium, and therefore, decreases to match the radius of 323 the NGT vessel.
Effectiveness of Flow-Regulation 309
For the gapped GT and GD vessels, the situation is reversed (Figure 6b ). Due to the open 325 gap in the GD case, the passive GD vessel radius is much greater than the passive GT vessel 326 radius, where the gap is closed by the rigid tether. Therefore, the GD vessel radius must decrease 327 a greater amount than the GT vessel radius and consequently, for 0.6. At about 328 0.8, the GD vessel radius is less than the GT vessel radius, and therefore, 329 decreases accordingly. 330
The predictions for the work of contraction ratio (Eq. 13) are shown for an Order 6 331 vessel in the no-ISCT gap and ISCT gap cases in Figure 6c and Figure 6d , respectively. The 332 mechanical work of contraction for NGT vessels was always greater than the work of contraction 333 for NGD vessels, as was always > 1. However, the work of contraction of the GT vessel was 334 usually less than the work of contraction for the GD vessel for similar reasons in the results seen 335 for the level of activation of the GD case. 336
The apparent vertical asymptote in for small internal pressure loads is also related to 337
. As the internal pressure increases from 0 to some small value (< 10 mmHg), increases 338 from 0 to . Thus, the detachable vessel is entirely or nearly passive, and the work of 339 contraction for the detachable vessel vanishes at low pressures. Since is inversely proportional 340
Overview 344
The present study examines the effects of passive vessel-myocardium tethering on 345 coronary flow-regulation. The analysis is based on measured data of ISCT gap-size and of passive 346 and active properties of Order 5 -7 microvessels (38).The major findings of this analysis are that 347 1) Rigidly tethered vessels cannot undergo significant diameter-changes and constriction, and 348 therefore, cannot affect coronary blood flow; 2) Rigid tethering is mechanically moreenergetically demanding; and 3) Rigid myocardial tethering may cause instability in the active 350 PDR. These results suggest that the most effective and efficient vasoactive environment is the GD 351 case: a system where the vessel is isolated mechanically (soft-tethering or detachable) and 352 geometrically (ISCT gap) from the myocardium. The measured ISCT gap-sizes presented in this 353 work are consistent with vessel-myocardium independence and with this conclusion. 354
355
ISCT Gap-size 356
The presence and arrangement of connective tissue in skeletal and cardiac muscles was 357 first described by Holmgren in 1907 who elaborated on an extracellular system of fibrils that 358 interconnected capillaries to myocytes and myocytes to each other (33). This system has been 359 divided into three major components: 1) a collagen network that surrounds groups of myocytes, 360
2) a network of collagen struts (120-150 nm in diameter) that extends from the basal laminae of a 361 myocyte to the basal laminae of all contiguous myocytes, and 3) a network of similar size 362 collagen struts that extends from the basal laminae of the capillaries to the basal laminae of the 363 myocytes. Myocyte-to-myocyte struts are thought to prevent slippage of adjacent cells during the 364 cardiac cycle ensuring an equal stretch of adjacent myocytes during diastole (6, 8, 12). Myocyte-365 to-capillary struts may be important in maintaining capillary patency during the early phases of 366 systole (6, 8, 12). Unfortunately, there is no similar description of the structural relation between 367 myocytes and arterioles or larger coronary arteries. The present measurements are the first 368 systematic quantification of the ISCT gap that generally consists of collagen fibers, glycoproteins 369 and glycosaminoglycans. These fibers are likely slack to allow free contraction of the 370 microvessels from the myocytes. Further studies of gap thickness in vasoconstricted versus 371 vasodilated states are needed to experimentally verify the slack hypothesis. 372
The increase in gap with order number (nominal diameter) of vessels accounts for the 373 presence of adventitia (loose and dense) in the larger vessels. For the smaller arteries that lack 374 adventitia (intima and media only), the increase in ISCT gap-size with respect to vessel orderlikely accommodates for the greater degree of vasoconstriction of the intermediate arterioles 376
(order 6 vessels) (38). 377
378
Microvessel Properties 379
The proposed models of Eqs. (3) -(5) fit the data of Liao and Kuo (38) well (Figure 3) 5) ), , , and may be 382 subject to high variance because data for ∆ > 102 mmHg was not available (Figure 3) . From the 383 results of Carlson and Secomb (11), the active diameter, however, always returns to the passive 384 diameter for high positive transvascular pressures (the third phase of myogenic contraction). To 385 check the effects of the uncertainty in , , and , the analysis was repeated by artificially 386 extending the second phase and delaying the third phase of myogenic contraction, which is 387 associated with increased values of these three parameters (Figure 3 ). The analysis of the 388 extended contraction vessels suggests that the study conclusions still hold. 389
390
Myocardium Properties 391
As shown in Figure 4 , as vessel order (nominal vessel size) decreases, the extent of 392 expansion under positive pressure relative to the unloaded state also greatly decreases; i.e., the 393 myocardium is stiffer against radial expansion. This phenomenon is known as the tunnel-in-gel 394 concept described by Fung (25) . 395
396
Composite Model 397
The data-based modeling approach developed here was preferred over previously 398 developed mechanical models (43, 51) since it circumvented the unavailable data of the change in 399 stress-free configuration and the material properties of VSM under various levels of activation.
Using the PDR data of Liao and Kuo (38) is advantageous because it includes all kinematic and 401 material changes of the VSM under activation. 402
Although only rigidly tethered and freely detachable vessel types were considered in this 403
Effectiveness of Flow-Regulation 409
The major conclusion is that tethering between the vessel and the myocardium, with or 410 without an ISCT gap between the two tissues, would limit the constriction of the vessel lumen. 411
Thus, the tethered vessel would likely be incapable of significant flow reduction, similar to the 412 level that has been shown in vivo (22) . 413
Under intensive physical activity, the coronary reserve is 2 -22 times that of the resting 414 coronary network in dogs (4) and 3.5 -5 times that of the resting heart in humans (21). Since 415 more than 55% of flow resistance occurs in microvessels with diameters < 50 μm (14), changes in 416 total flow resistance are mostly due to microvessels of Order 5 and less, and are likely the major 417 determinants of the high level of coronary reserve. Therefore, the constraint imposed by the 418 myocardium on active vessels is expected to have a greater effect for vessels smaller than Order 419 Figure 4 , the stiffness of the myocardium significantly increased with the decrease 420 in vessel size. Therefore, any tone-regulation in vessels smaller than order 5 would likely be 421 negligible with rigid tethering. Consequently, the majority of flow resistance vessels (diameter < 422 50 μm) would be inert conduits. In vessels larger than Order 7, flow control was observed to be 423 significantly smaller compared to smaller active arterioles (Table 3 of (19)). 424
As seen in
As seen in Table 4c and 4d, the GD case allows for up to a factor of sixteen increase in 425 vessel resistance, which is nearly five times that of the GT case ( 0.19). The next mosteffective configuration is the NGD case ( 0.44), which is more than four times more effective 427 in increasing vessel resistance compared to the NGT case ( 0.10). These results suggest that 428 the observed high level of coronary reserve is most readily achieved with detachable vessels, and 429 the greatest increase in vessel resistance (and change in flow) is possible in the GD case. 430
It is important to note that high myogenic activation rarely exists because wall shear stress 431 and metabolic demand reduce the overall activation level (10, 11, 18, 38). Since the results in 432 Table 4 are given with respect to full myogenic activation ( 1) and the GD case provides the 433 greatest change to microvessel resistance, the GD case is the most compatible with the high 434 coronary reserve. 435
436
Efficiency of Flow-Regulation 437
The NGT vessel always required higher mechanical energy to contract than the NGD 438 vessel under the same internal load . Although the GT vessel was more efficient with 439 contraction than the GD vessel at low levels of activation (Figure 6b ), the GD vessel became 440 more energy efficient than the GT vessel at high levels of activation. Therefore, rigidly tethered 441 vessels require greater mechanical energy to contract as compared to detachable vessels. 442
443
Instability in Composite PDR 444
For every case except GD, a multi-valued PDR was predicted. Carlson and Secomb 445 measured the multivalued diameter-tension relationship of active vessels (Figs. 1b, 2 , and 4 of 446 (11)) and identified instabilities in regulated vessel diameter ((20), for example). In reality, the 447 multi-valued curve implies instability in the PDR in vivo. It is likely that the diameter of the 448 active vessel in the multi-valued (unstable) domain would attain the diameter where the 449 mechanical energy is at a minimum. For the tone-regulation observed in the literature for isolated 450 vessels, it is unlikely that tone-regulation of microvessels in vivo would be unstable. Moreover, 451 due to the highly complex, asymmetric, and heterogeneous nature of the coronary network, suchinstabilities would cause portions of the network to lose flow-regulation capability under specific 453 levels of activation and loading. 454
Interestingly, rigid tethering is not essential to produce instability of the PDR in vivo, as 455
shown for Order 7. Here, the Order 7 NGD and NGT vessels both developed instability for 456 moderately-high levels of activation ( 0.8). Thus, the instability is generally caused by 457 the interaction between the myocardium and the active vessel, whether or not these structures 458 were tethered. Hence it was assumed here that there is thus no need to include vessel collapse in analysis of 470 myogenic response. 471
In Eq. (4), some terms were estimated from data that were remote from the range of interest 472 (Table 1) . For example, , which dominates the response at high negative ∆ , was estimated 473 from the available data, which was restricted to moderate positive ∆ . As such, the estimated 474 is subject to higher variance as compared with the parameters estimated by interpolation within 475 the available data. For the present study, this limitation is unimportant because myogeniccontraction occurs only under positive transvascular pressures, where the passive and active PDR 477 are less sensitive to . 478
The available data of the configurational parameters (Table 2; , , , , , , , and 479 , ) (24, 27, 38) and gap size (Fig. 2b) are also subject to variability. An analysis of confidence 480 intervals was not done since all four cases (gap, no-gap, rigid, detachable) were estimated based 481 on the same data. Hence, the variance in the data should affect the parameters of all four cases 482 similarly. Gap size (Fig. 2b) , on the other hand, does affect the difference between the gap and 483
no-gap cases (
, , , , , and the parameters from Table 3 ). Based on the results of our 484 analysis, if the gap-size is higher than the average level used, the benefit of gap will be even 485
higher. If the gap-size is smaller, then the results of the gap case will be closer to the no-gap case 486 (higher energetic demand, lower flow reserve). If gap-size substantially decreases, then our 487 analysis suggests that the observed flow reserve cannot be achieved. 488
The present analysis relates to the passive myocardium. The conclusion regarding the 489 necessity of detachment between intra-myocardial vessels and myocardium does not only hold in 490 the case of stiffer contracted myocardium as well, but is actually expected to be of higher 491 importance in that state. With stiffer, activated myocardium, the vascular smooth muscle cells 492 have to apply higher forces and expend more energy to contract against the resistance of the 493 stiffer, contracted myocardium, compared with the case of passive myocardium. Hence the need 494 for freedom of the vessel to contract (i.e., detachment from the myocardium) is even more critical 495 in the active myocardium. 496
Cyclic myocardial stiffening and vascular compression strongly affect vessel collapse and 497 flow directionality in vivo. However, the time scale of myocardial contraction (about 1 second) 498 is between one and two orders of magnitude shorter than that of myogenic contraction (between 499 16 seconds and two minutes) as demonstrated in Figure 3A of Kuo et al. ((36) and other studies 500 (32, 39, 47)). Since these two mechanisms occur on largely different time scales, it is anticipatedthat tone-regulation is insensitive to cyclic events such as myocardial contraction and vessel 502 compression, but rather depends on currently unknown representative levels of the dynamic 503 intravascular ( ) and extravascular (∆ ) pressures (such as time-averaged, peak amplitude). 504
Thus, the results presented here address only the steady-state myogenic response. 505
The present analysis, although based on available data (24, 26, 38, 40), has not been fully 506 validated. To this end, one would need composite data not only on the available vessel in vitro 507 PDR in the passive and active states (data which was used in the analysis), but in addition, PDR 508 data of the same sized vessels under in vivo conditions (e.g., embedded and tethered to the 509 myocardium), in both the passive and controlled myogenic states. The currently available in vivo 510 data on pressure and diameter of microvessels (3, 9, 13, 14, 35, 46) is insufficient since it relates 511 either to vasodilated vessels or to vessels under an unknown in vivo spontaneous activation level 512 determined by the composite effects of pressure, flow, and metabolism. 513
The mechanical energy of contraction investigated here relates solely to transient myogenic 514 vessel contraction and not to the energy required to maintain the activated state. The latter case is 515 a different issue since under sustained contraction of VSM, Ca 2+ concentration, cross-bridge 516 phosphorylation, and ATP consumption rate fall; a phenomenon termed the latch state (29). 517 518
Significance and Impact 519
This work highlights the importance of understanding the interaction between tone and 520 surrounding tissues since this has significant impact on the ability to locally regulate blood flow. 521
These results further highlight the effects of cardiovascular disease, which may affect the 522 environment external to the coronary vasculature. For example, hypertensive heart disease (HHD) 523 has been shown to stiffen the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the myocardium (5). While this 524 ultimately reduces the extent of myocardial contraction, it may also increase the tethering 525 stiffness and thus, limit the flow-regulation capacity in the coronary vasculature. Additionally, the 526 stiffness of the myocardium increases during the first two weeks following anteroapical infarct 527 but then becomes more compliant (28). With respect to flow-regulation, a stiffer myocardium is 528 equivalent to stiffer tethering, which would also cause reduced coronary flow-regulation. 529
530
Conclusions and Summary 531
The effect of myocardial tethering on coronary flow-regulation was studied using data-532 based models of the passive and active PDR of microvessels of the coronary network and 533 measured vessel-myocardium ISCT gap. The PDR of the microvessels and myocardium were 534 considered under four extreme configurations of vessel-myocardium gap and tethering rigidity. 535
The results suggest that the most effective and efficient configuration for flow-regulation requires 536 soft-tethering and a gap between the microvessels and the myocardium, which was measured 537 histologically. 538
539
APPENDIX A: Mechanics of Pressurized Cylindrical Vessels 540
The transvascular pressure across the wall of a cylindrical vessel ∆ was obtained using 541 radial equilibrium; namely, the following derivation: 542
0, 543
, 544
, 545
, 546
where is the inner radius of the vessel, is the outer radius of the vessel, and and are the 549 unit normal of the vessel in the radial direction of the inner and outer vessel wall, respectively,and and are the pressure internal and external to the cylinder (See Fig. A.1a) . For the present 551 analysis,
552
For the vessel in myocardium composite (Fig. A.1b) , the radial equilibrium for the 553 composite pressure ∆ is then given by: 554
APPENDIX B: PDR of the Passive Myocardium 557
The PDR ∆ was obtained using a continuum mechanics analysis. The kinematic 558 mapping from cylindrical coordinates in the stress-free (SF) open state , , to the 559 cylindrical coordinates in the closed state (CL) , , , and from SF to the loaded state (P) 560
, ,
were used to derive the Cauchy stresses in CL and P states. These stresses in the SF 561 state were then used in the equation of radial equilibrium to determine ∆ . However, the 562 SF inner and outer radii is the axial stretch due to closing. Using incompressibility, we obtain 582 , , .
(
B.3) 583
The deformation gradient from SF to CL states is diag / , / , , 584 which reflects this kinematic mapping. 585
The Cauchy stresses in the CL state were derived from the strain energy function of the 586 passive myocardium , such that 587
Taking the convex set of material constants used by Liu et al. (40) procedures using fsolve, the function residual was set to < 10 -12 . 607
With the SF radii and closing stretch known, the kinematic mapping of cylindrical 608
coordinates from SF to P states was specified by is the axial stretch from CL to P states. Since the myocardium surrounding the vessel was locally 613
representative of a region containing a single microvessel but globally part of a tissue containing 614 many vessels, the outer radius of the myocardium was chosen to be fixed. By imposing this 615 boundary condition, the outer surface of the myocardium cylinder was fixed in the radial 616 direction, yielding , , . 617
Finally, the radial coordinate in the P state was related to the radial coordinate in the SF 618 state by using incompressibility, giving, , .
(B.11) 620
The Cauchy stresses in the P state were obtained using 621
where is given in Eq. (B.5),
, and / , / , 623 is the deformation gradient from SF to P states. 624
Radial equilibrium from Eq. (A.1) was employed again yielding, 625 where , is the passive diameter of the detachable vessel and ∆ , is the maximum myogenic 638 diameter change due to contraction of the detachable vessel. The resulting was limited to the 639 feasible range 0 1, and therefore any states outside of this range were not included in the 640
analysis. 641
For the rigidly tethered and detachable vessels, the work of activation is given by:,
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